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www.thermokennel.co.nz
Find out more at

Rugged construction, easy care
Interlocking parts ensure Kelvin is 
durable, rigid and will withstand 
chewing. Unlike a wooden kennel, 
Kelvin is made with environment- 
and UV-resistant plastic that won’t 
go mouldy or deteriorate over time. 
Minimal parts, a removable latched 
roof and a drainage hole allow for easy 
cleaning and maintenance.

Secure in place
External base flanges secure the kennel to the ground 
or floor using hammered pegs or screwed fasteners.

High end insulation
Kelvin exceeds R2.8 in 
all walls creating a dry 
and warm micro-climate 
for your working dog. 
This insulation also 
provides a barrier against 
environmental noise.

Fully sealed
The lock together design prevents water impress 
with capillary relief. The roof uses self-sealing 
watertight material while the tension sealing 
system and buckle clamps ensure a waterproof, 
wind resistant, weather tight interior. 

Raised floor
A raised and easily removable floor made from 
exterior grade plywood that is not chemically 
treated means the wet, frost and ground 
temperature won’t disturb the interior climate.

Fits Your Space
Kelvin packs down to 50% its 
volume for easy transport. It also fits 
into your existing standard dog run 
without attachments.

Ventilation
A PVC flap over the kennel door 
allows for ventilation and prevents 
heat loss.

Keeping the absolute best temperature for your dog. 

Keep your dog at its ideal temperature with Kelvin, the Thermo Kennel.  
Low housing temperatures can stress your dog out; a warmer kennel means  
better rest and a happier, more productive dog. 

The ideal temperature for dogs is between 10º and 26º Celsius. Kelvin captures and 
retains dogs’ body heat through quality insulated walls, floor and door and can keep 
your dog up to 15º warmer on a cold winter’s night. This insulation keeps them cooler 
through a hot summer and reduces noise, too.


